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1. Dear Colleagues thx for invitation. I’m quite a stranger for the Unicode technology, but pardon
for my comments esp on the glyphs.
2. Your glyphs are 17, while the Old Uigur scripts in fact had 18 "basic" characters, diistinguishing
Samech and Schin. It's a legacy from Sogdians (and a marker in dating the texts)
3. Though they were integrated in the later period, originally Schin was written in a single stroke,
while Samech in two strokes. Slight difference btw them are displayed in Gabain, Zieme and
Olmez
4. Originally Gimel/Heth were distinguished by the length of the tail of the final form: Gimel has a
"short" and Heth had a long tail (as displayed by Gabain). Practically the difference vanished in
the later period but still known as a legacy
5. My master Prof. Moriyasu argued on the Uigur alphabet (unfortunately, in JPN!) Here is a table
of the Uigur ABC [see next page], basically composed of 18 characters. He uses γ for a shorttailed Gimel, while x for Heth; γ̈/ẍ are those with diacritical points
6. I beg your pardon, the form of your Zain is a little bit odd.... Probbly you took it from Figs 9 & 10,
but they were in rather special form for blockprint. Practically, the sawtooth shape as in
Radloff’s type should be better.
7. Your page 9 & 11, the nominal/final/conventional NUN should be better modified: unless in the
Islamic/Timurid texts, NUN hardly runs leftwards (or upwards)
8. All comments above are rather trivial. Overall, very well considerated program! I knew that Mr
Osman tried for encoding (I was asked for some advice) but he used only Kutadgu Bilig (of 15. c),
so that insufficeint, impractical.
9. Uigur texts similar to the Yarkand docs (belonging to the Qarakhanids) have been published:
Dilara Israpil & Israpil Yüsüp, Two Old Uighur Account Documents from Toqquzsaray Ruins in
Maralbeši. SIAL 29, 2014, 137–156. It will be available online soon: https://ir.library.osakau.ac.jp/repo/ouka/all/cate_browse/?lang=1&codeno=journal&schemaid=3000&catecode=2002
50020
10. That's all, Wish your sucess!

